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Abstract. To design a proper structure against earthquake in modern systems, control
systems are of special importance. An added passive Tuned Mass Damper (TMD) is one of
such systems, which will be discussed in this paper. In this regard, the e�ect of adding this
damper to a 10-oor concrete structure under six near-fault earthquakes is investigated.
To do this, a code has been written in MATLAB that receives the ground motion record
of occurring earthquake as well as the structural speci�cations such as a matrix of mass,
sti�ness, and damping as an input. As outputs, a time-history of responses for the top
oor, a diagram for the oor displacement, and drift of the structure at the time that
the top oor has reached the maximum displacement are presented. In addition, these
diagrams are compared both when the added damper is present and absent. It is observed
that the added passive control of TMD is highly e�ective in the reduction of structure
response against earthquake, which in turn depends on the properties of the earthquake
and, therefore, should be chosen based on the site seismic conditions.
© 2020 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

To reduce the problems caused by lateral displacements
against dynamic loads such as wind and earthquake,
control systems have been allocated special status.
While imposing strong dynamic loads such as an
earthquake, buildings sustain large displacement after
the elastic region and will remain stable only due to
their inelastic displacement ability. These inelastic dis-
placements develop local plastic hinges in parts of the
structure that lead to ductility increase and energy dis-
sipation. Thus, a large amount of energy is dissipated
due to local damages in the lateral-resisting system.
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Generally, the structural control systems are
divided into four main categories including passive
control, active control, semi-active control, and hybrid
control. The passive control of structures without
imposing external force is used to reduce the structural
vibration. In active control, an external force is also
used to reduce possible structural vibration. In the
semi-active control, parameters of the controller are
instantly changed with respect to the amount of the
imposed load to improve the performance of the con-
troller; however, a number of passive control systems
are combined with active or semi-active control systems
to reach better performance in the hybrid control.

The Tuned Mass Damper (TMD) is a passive
control device that contains a mass that is attached to
the structure by a spring and a damper. Generally, the
natural frequencies of the TMD are adjusted toward
one of the natural structural frequencies. Hence,
the vibration of the main structure is dissipated in
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resonance due to the TMD vibration.
The majority of researchers (including both seis-

mologists and engineers) have analytically and/or ex-
perimentally investigated the response of structures
under near-fault records or simpli�ed waveforms as
representative of actual ground motion pulses [1{5].

TMDs are utilized based on the studies (the
results published in 1909) implemented by Frahm on
the dynamic vibration absorbers [6]. Bishap and Wel-
bourn discussed the vibration absorbers considering
damping in the main structure [7]. In 1956, Den
Hartog presented a compiled theory of absorbers in
the case of an undamped structure in his book titled
\Mechanical Vibrations" in terms of the mathematical
analytical equations [8]. In 1967, Falcon et al. studied
the optimization of the TMD parameters [9]. In 1981,
Randall et al. provided tables concerning parameters of
these dampers [10]. Warburton solved the excitations
control problem and determined the responses. The
application and limitations of these methods lead to the
utilization of these formulae for MDOF structures [11].
Villaverde et al. investigated the e�ciency of the
TMD system during an earthquake. They found that
the main reason for using a classic solution was that
this method does not optimize values of parameters
constantly. They proposed that damper parameters
should be adjusted by the main structural mode of
the damping ratio [12]. Tsai et al. classically codi�ed
this solution for a single-degree-of-freedom system and
provided curves for determining the optimized param-
eters [13]. In 1997, Chang studied the performance
of 3 types of the TMDs in controlling the structurally
severe seismic shaking. These dampers include TMDs,
tuned liquid column dampers, and tuned liquid column
impact absorbing damper. Finally, he concluded that
the performance of the mass dampers was dependent
on a parameter named productivity index [14]. The
evaluation of the e�ect of disturbance in frequency
adjustment or other parameters of the TMDs has been
studied by researchers in recent years. Rana and Soong
evaluated the e�ects of this kind of disturbances on
linear structures [15]. The TMDs can be used in both
active and passive control along with Fram works. This
concept received much attention, and several studies
and researchers evaluated this system to control the
resonance load vibrations [16]. In 2002, Lopez Garcia
and Soong also studied the distribution of damper's
allocation by using the Simpli�ed Sequential Search
Algorithm (SSSA). They evaluated the performance of
the conventional structures up to 20 stories with the
time period of 0.2{0.5 seconds (they also compared
locations of dampers with di�erent distances from
the fault determined from various quakes). The aim
of the authors was to turn the simpli�ed sequential
search algorithm into a simple tool to execute the
passive control; by simplifying the execution method,

the productivity of the method of controlling seismic
waves was weakened [17]. In 2003, Pinkaew et al.
evaluated the e�ect of the TMD in controlling the
structure during an earthquake. This study indicated
that the TMD was not able to reduce the maxi-
mum displacement of the controlled structure after
the quake, but could signi�cantly reduce the damage
to the structure. Therefore, the application of the
TMD to design of the earthquake-resistant structures
speci�cally becomes important [18]. In 2004, Bishap
and Striz calculated the minimum required number of
passive viscous dampers using the genetic algorithm,
which is essential for the structural seismic control [19].
In 2007, Kokil and Shrikhande evaluated the passive
viscous dampers and used them for a 3-dimensional
10-story model building in di�erent soil conditions.
They came to this conclusion that the inuence of
the passive dampers decreased as the plan irregularity
increased [20]. In 2007, Aydin et al. studied the
location of the viscous dampers in a 2-dimensional 10-
story steel structure model under earthquake. He used
the conjugate gradient method of optimization and its
di�erent performance. They concluded that the dis-
placement of the last story as an objective performance
led to a reduction in story displacement and inter-story
drift while increasing the base shear force [21]. In 2009,
Ok et al. studied the design of the dual TMDs based
on the multi-purpose optimization in an article. In the
proposed method, at �rst, two measurement criteria
for the dual TMD systems are identi�ed; then, these
operation criteria are used in the form of a vector in
the optimized design of the dual TMD. Finally, it is
concluded that the proposed method guarantees the
optimized design of the e�ective productivity of the
dual TMD in controlling the response of the structure
subjected to seismic loads [22]. In 2010, Sgooba and
Marano evaluated the optimized design of the tuned
mass dampers in order to protect the structure against
their response to the earthquake. The problem with
this design is solvable by considering 3 meaningful
performances:

1. The maximum displacement climax and its stan-
dard deviation;

2. The average energy of the protected building and
its comparison with an unprotected building;

3. Evaluation of the imposed damage, considering the
two previous methods [23].

In 2011, Ar�adi and Hadi optimized the location and
features of the tuned mass damper by the genetic
algorithm. The optimized location and features re-
ceived attention in this study. The combination of
the location optimization tools and, also, features of
the tuned mass damper provide a genetic algorithm.
Particularly, while using the real simulation codes of
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the tuned mass dampers under earthquake loads, it
was observed that the present methods corresponded
to the previous ones and were even advantageous in
some cases [24]. In addition, in 2011, Steinbuch
optimized the seismic strength of tall buildings by the
tuned mass dampers by evolutionary algorithms. In
evolutionary optimization, parents' features lead to the
production of a new generation with slight di�erences
in features. The generation of children that accomplish
the objectives of study more e�ciently will become the
next parents. The promotion is then studied after the
evolution of several generations. Finally, the optimized
design is formed toward the height of a tall building,
and it is concluded that the e�ect on the structure is
reduced by using this type of dampers [25]. In 2011,
Estekanchi and Basim utilized the ETM (Engineering
Tolerance Method) and the genetic algorithm to deter-
mine the optimized coe�cient of the viscous damper to
substitute it in 3- and 8-story frames with usual shear
forces. They also put it under earthquake in a 35-
story steel frame with vertical irregularity. The ETM
method reduces the number of time analysis essentials
and is presented as an alternative design method [26].
Naderpour et al. investigated some control devices,
too [27,28]. In 2015, Sakr used the mezzanine loads
as a tuned mass damper in structure. This technique
eliminates the complexity of adding massive loads to
control the seismic responses and maintains the initial
mass of structure without overload. The e�ects of using
mezzanine loads showed that the proposed method
could signi�cantly improve the seismic response against
wind and earthquake loads, depending on the ratio of
load to the story and the number of stories equipped
with the tuned mass damper [29].

Today, a large number of buildings use the tuned
mass dampers that include Hancock Tower (Boston,
America), City crap Center (New York, America),
Sidney Tower (Sidney, Australia), Chipa Tower (Chipa,
Japan), Fukuka Tower (Fukuka, Japan), Christal
Tower (Ozaka, Japan), The Banda Spatzpoch Cooling
Tower (Norenburg, Germany), Canada National Tower
(Torento, Canada), and Taipei 101 (Taipei, China).

This study aims to evaluate the e�ect of the
tuned mass damper on the dynamic equations of a
structure and compare the displacement and velocity of
the system without control. In the case of attaching the
tuned mass damper system undergoing 6 near-faults,
accelerograms were scaled to 0.35 g. In this article, the
tuned mass damper is placed on the roof oor, and the
sti�ness and damping are considered as an additional
story for adding characteristics of dampers to the mass
matrix. In many articles, the mass of the tuned mass
damper is added to that of the last story. However,
the mass of the tuned mass damper is considered as a
separate mass in this article. The mass of the tuned
mass damper includes applying not only the e�ect

of damper's additional mass on dynamic equations
of MATLAB coding, but also the e�ect of phase
di�erence of the tuned mass damper on the earthquake
vibration di�erence. Given that other articles have not
used near-fault earthquake characteristics, the near-
fault earthquake accelerograms are used in this article.
Finally, by obtaining drift diagrams of the structure
with and without control system, the e�ect of the tuned
mass damper on the structural response will be shown.

2. Problem formulation

In this part, at �rst, the dynamic equations of the
structure without control system are evaluated; then,
the inuence of the tuned mass damper on dynamic
equations is indicated, and the state-space method is
used to solve the di�erential equations. The mass,
sti�ness, and damping are the main parameters in
solving the dynamic equations of the structure.

Di�erent analysis steps of system vibrations in-
clude:

1. The mathematic modeling of the real system;
2. Determination of soil dynamic on system;
3. Solving the dynamic equations;
4. Physical change of the obtained results.

The dynamic equation of a single-degree-of-freedom
system is as follows:

m _u+ c _u+ ku = p(t): (1)

A building is considered as a multiple-degree-of-
freedom system with respect to the rigidity of its roof.
The equations of a single-degree-of-freedom system are
generalized to the multiple-degree-of-freedom system,
and the above equation is changed to the following
di�erential equation:

[M ] f�ug+ [C] f _ug+ [K]fug = fp(t)g; (2)

where [M ], [K], and [C] are mass, sti�ness, and damp-
ing matrices, respectively; fug is the displacement
vector of structure; f _ug is the velocity vector; and f�ug
is the acceleration vector of the structure.

The earthquake force is one of the main forces
that causes support excitation. The dynamic equation
of the motion of a structure under earthquake is as
follows:

[M ] f�ug+ [C] f _ug+ [K]fug = �[M ]frg �ug(t); (3)

where frg is a (n � 1) vector in which the entry
corresponding to degrees of freedom along earthquake
acceleration is 1 and in opposite direction of an earth-
quake is {1; other entries are zero, and �ug(t) includes
earthquake acceleration at di�erent times.
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Thus, dynamic parameters such as [M ], [K], [C],
and �ug(t) are required for the dynamic equation of
motion for a structure. Matrices [M ] and [K] are
obtained by forming the �nite element model. The
horizontal acceleration �ug(t) is also derived from the
accelerograms of recorded earthquakes; however, the
damping matrix is an unknown value that should be
determined by the following method.

Many research studies have been implemented
on determining the damping matrix in which there
are methods that determine the damping matrix from
matrices [M ] and [K]. In this article, Lord Rayleigh
method, in which the damping matrix is obtained by
a combination of sti�ness and mass matrices known as
Rayleigh damping, is used to determine the damping
matrix. For this reason, with respect to the following
formulae, a code is written in MATLAB that receives
the mass and sti�ness matrices as input and gives the
damping matrix as output:

[C] = a0[M ] + b0[K]; (4)

�n =
a0

2wn
+
b0wn

2
; (5)�

a0
b0

�
= 2

wnwm
w2
n � w2

m

�
wn �wm�w�1
n w�1

m

��
�m
�n

�
; (6)

where �n is the damping ratio of the nth mode of
the structure, wn is the nth frequency, and wm is
the frequency of the mth mode of the structure.
Since complete information of the ratio of damping in
terms of frequency can rarely be found, it is generally
assumed that the ratio of damping for the two desired
frequencies is equal, e.g., � = �n = �m. Therefore, the
relations of a and b coe�cients are simpli�ed as follows:�

a0
b0

�
=

2�
wn + wm

�
wnwm

1

�
: (7)

In this article, the damping ratio of 5% is considered
for all modes, and the �rst and second modes of the
structure are used to determine a0b0.

The classical methods, such as Duhamel method,
are used for solving the di�erential equations of the
structure, while the state-space method is one of
the modern methods for solving the quadratic linear
di�erential equations. A system has several inputs
and outputs whose inputs have a complex interaction
together. The state-space method works e�ciently for
this case.

In order to determine the response of the structure
in a state space, the state-space variable is considered
as follows:

Z =

8<:fugf _ug

9=;! _Z =

8<:f _ug
f�ug

9=; ; (8)

where Z is the state-space variable.

The matrix quadratic di�erential equation of the
structure under earthquake is converted to the state-
space form:

[M ]
n

�u(t)
o

+ [C]
n

_u(t)
o

+ [K]fu(t)g
= fgufx(t)g+ f�g�ug(t); (9)

where f�g is the inuence vector of earthquake, and
fg is the control force position vector:

f�g = [�m1;�m2; � � � ;�mn]T ; (10)

fg = [0; � � � ;�1; 1]T : (11)

If the structure undergoes the earthquake, all degrees
of freedom will experience vibration, while if each of
degrees does not experience vibration in their corre-
sponding amount in �, the vector will be zero. However,
all degrees of freedom are subject to an earthquake in
this article.

The state-space relation in the linear di�erential
equation is as follows:

_Z(t) =
�

[A]fZg+ [B]fug
[C]fZg+ [D]fug (12)

where [A] is the system matrix, [B] is the input matrix,
[C] is the output matrix, and [D] is the system transfer
matrix. Matrices A, B, and C are time independent
since the mass of the structure is assumed to be
constant during the time; the transfer matrix, D, is
zero since the structure will not vibrate itself, and the
external vibration leads to structural movement.

[Br] is the earthquake input matrix as follows:

[Br] =

24 f0gn�1
[m]�1f�g

35
2n�1

: (13)

[Bu] is the active control force input matrix whose value
is considered to be zero since the used controller is of
passive control; however, it is generally determined by
the following relation:

[Bu] =

24 [0]n�n

[m]�1[]

35
2n�r

: (14)

In writing the equations of the state-space variable:

_Z =
�fug
f _ug
�

=
�
a11 a12
a21 a22

��fug
f _ug
�

+
�
b11
b22

�
feqg: (15)

On the other hand, by multiplying [M ]�1 by the system
equation of motion (Eq. (3)) and moving terms, the
following relation is obtained:

f�ug=�[M ]�1[C] f _ug�[M ]�1[K]fug � frg �ug(t):(16)

By the combination of the mentioned relation and the
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evident relation of f _ug = If _ug,
_Z =

�
0 I

�[M ]�1[K] �[M ]�1[C]

�
Z +

�
0n�n
In�n

�
feqg;

(17)

where feqg = �frg �ug(t), 0 is the zero matrix, and I is
the identity matrix.

The tuned mass damper reduces the structural vi-
bration against earthquake by changing the structural
frequency and removing the structural frequency from
the earthquake frequency. This damper is generally
located on the roof of the structure.

Some studies have evaluated the e�ect of adding
the mass of the tuned mass damper to that of the
story on which the damper is located. However, the
mass damper is considered as a separate mass and an
additional story in this article.

The tuned mass damper includes 3 parameters:
ktmd, mtmd, and ctmd. The dynamic equations of the
structure together with the tuned mass damper are the
same as the mentioned equations as follows:

[MT ] f �uT g+ [CT ] f _uT g+ [KT ]fuT g
= �[MT ]frT g �ug(t); (18)

where [MT ], [KT ], and [CT ] are mass, sti�ness, and
damping matrices, respectively, incorporated in the
tuned mass damper system. In addition, frT g vector
is (n + 1) � 1 vector with unit entries, and fZT g
vector is 1 � (2n + 2) vector that includes the value
of displacement and velocity of stories together with
the damper.

Generally, the mass of the tuned mass damper is
considered as a percentage of the mass of the structure.
Moreover, the damper frequency is adjusted near the
frequency of the �rst structural mode (main) given that
the tuned mass damper system must be adjusted to the
structure. The damping of the tuned mass damper can
also be determined by multiplication of the damping
ratio by the tuned mass damper critical damping:

mtmd = m0 �mbuilding; (19)

ktmd = mtmd � (�1 � w1)2; (20)

ctmd = 2�tmd
p

(mtmd � ktmd); (21)

where w1 is the �rst structural mode frequency, �1 is
a factor that adjusts the tuned mass damper with a
frequency around the frequency of the �rst mode of
the structure. In fact, m0, adjustment factor �1, and
damping ratio �tmd can be considered as the parameters
of the passive control system of the tuned mass damper.

The variation range of the tuned mass damper
control system parameters is provided in Table 1.

In this article, m0 = 5%, � = 1, and �tmd = 15%.

Table 1. The parameters of the tuned mass damper.

TMD parameters Variation range

m0 1%-5%

� 0.8, 0.9, 1, 1.1

�tmd [0%; 1%; � � � ; 29%; 30%]

Table 2. Characteristics of structure.

The characteristics of the
10 stories concrete structure

Material
properties

Beam Column Story

B90*50 C90*90 First
f 0c = 25 MPa

B80*50 C80*80 Second and third

B70*50 C70*70 Fourth, �fth and sixth
fy = 400 MPaB60*50 C60*60 Seventh, eighth, ninth

B50*50 C50*50 Tenth

3. Numerical models of a 10-story RC building

3.1. General data of the numerical model
In this article, at �rst, a 10-story concrete structure
with the following plan and characteristics, as shown
in Figure 1 and Table 2, respectively, is modeled in
ETABS, and the dynamic parameters of the structure
are determined in linear and elastic space assuming the
rigidity of all roofs and linear behavior of the structural
component material.

By considering the concept of \the entries of
the sti�ness matrix", it is observed that the value of
entry Kij is equal to the developed force in i degree
of freedom for the unit displacement in j degree of
freedom.

Since the roofs are assumed to be rigid, a node is
developed in each roof, and all degrees of freedom are
�xed to that node; then, support is placed in the node.
Then, the unit displacement is applied to the node of
roof i, and the amount of developed force in support of
each roof after running the program is recorded. This

Figure 1. Plan and elevation of the structural models.
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M =

2666666666666664

279 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 275 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 271 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 264 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 261 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 254 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 254 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 254 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 251 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 216

3777777777777775
� 103 (kg);

K=

2666666666666664

1:2152 �0:5544 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
�0:5544 1:1088 �0:5544 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 �0:5544 1:0241 �0:4697 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 �0:4697 0:9393 �0:4697 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 �0:4697 0:9393 �0:4697 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 �0:4697 0:8164 �0:3468 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 �0:3468 0:6935 �0:3468 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 �0:3468 0:6935 �0:3468 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �0:3468 0:6261 �0:2793
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �0:2793 0:2793

3777777777777775
� 108 (N/m);

C=

2666666666666664

1:5815 �0:7017 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
�0:7017 1:4462 �0:7017 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

0 �0:7017 1:3383 �0:5945 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 �0:5945 1:2299 �0:5945 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 �0:5945 1:2299 �0:5945 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 �0:5945 1:0728 �0:4390 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 �0:4390 0:9172 �0:4390 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 �0:4390 0:9172 �0:4390 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �0:4390 0:8315 �0:3535
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 �0:3535 0:3870

3777777777777775
� 107:

Box I

operation is implemented for each roof accordingly; �-
nally, the obtained values are inserted into the sti�ness
matrix of the structure. The lamp matrix is determined
with respect to the ability of lamping mass in the
roof in ETABS software. Then, the Rayleigh method,
for which a code is written in MATLAB, is used to
determine the damping matrix. The obtained mass,
sti�ness, and damping matrix are presented in Box I.

After obtaining the mass and sti�ness matrices,
the values of mass and sti�ness of the tuned mass
damper are determined through Eqs. (19) and (20) and
are added to the mass and sti�ness matrices of the
structure as a separate story, and the damping of the
tuned mass damper is then determined according to
Eq. (21).

3.2. Earthquake loading
The accelerogram data of near-fault earthquakes of
Chi (Taiwan), Imperial Valley, Kobe (Japan), Kocaeli
(Turkey), Loma Prieta (San Francisco), and Northridge
(California) are used to show the e�ect of earthquake,
since the performance of the tuned mass damper is
better indicated in near-fault earthquakes, and they
are less evaluated in other studies.

All earthquake accelerograms are scaled to 0.35 g
by Seismosignal software; then, a code is written by
MATLAB software including all the aforesaid formulae
in which the quadratic di�erential equations of the
structure are solved through the state-space method
and are considered as the inputs of the mass, sti�ness,
and damping matrix of a structure without control
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Figure 2. Modal shapes of the 10-story concrete structure.

Table 3. Characteristics of utilized records.

Record Year of
occurrence

Ms Station PGA (g) PGV
� cm

s

�
PGD (cm)

Chi 1999 7.62 TCU068 0.072 g 21.813 13.548
Kocaeli 1999 7.4 Izmit 0.322 g 143.383 185.795
Northridge 1994 6.69 Jansen �lter plant 0.932 g 152.747 69.613
Loma Prieta 1989 7.1 Gilory array 0.966 g 217.100 264.854
Imperial-Valley 1979 6.9 Calipatria 0.270 g 24.785 9.203

system and the mass, sti�ness, and damping matrix of
a structure with the tuned mass damper. In addition,
the data of accelerogram of the near-fault earthquakes
are received, and the modal shapes of structure, the di-
agram of the accelerogram of the imposed earthquakes,
the time history of displacement and velocity of the last
story of structure without control and with the tuned
mass damper control, the story displacement diagram
of the structure with and without control system once

the last story experiences the maximum displacement
are presented. These outputs are further discussed.

The modal shapes of the modeled structure are
shown in Figure 2.

The accelerogram diagrams of the imposed earth-
quakes are provided in Figure 3 and Table 3.

3.3. Results of numerical analysis
The diagram of comparing the structural displacement
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Figure 3. The time-history diagram of X earthquake.

time history under the mentioned earthquake accelero-
grams without control system and with the tuned mass
damper control system is presented in Figure 4.

The diagram of comparing time history of the last
story velocity under accelerograms of the mentioned
earthquake without control system and with the tuned
mass damper control system is shown in Figure 5.

3.4. Discussion of results
According to the above diagrams, the tuned mass
damper reduces the maximum displacement of the last
story of the structure in Chi, Imperial Valley, Kocaeli,
Loma Prieta, and Northridge earthquakes to 27%, 28%,
20%, 39%, and 36%, respectively, while it increases
the maximum displacement under Kobe earthquake to
20%, which indicates the high dependency of the tuned
mass damper on the characteristics of the imposed
earthquake.

The displacement-story diagrams for di�erent
earthquakes imposed on the structure without control
system and with the tuned mass damper once the
last story experiences the maximum displacement are
provided in Figure 6.

The relative displacement diagrams of the struc-
ture without control system and with the tuned mass
damper control system once the last story of the
structure experiences the maximum displacement are
provided in Figure 7.

As can be seen in relative displacement diagrams
of the structure, the tuned mass damper reduces
the maximum displacement of the structure in Chi,
Imperial Valley, Kocaeli, Loma Prieta, and Northridge
earthquakes to 35%, 34%, 27%, 40%, and 35%, respec-
tively, while it increases the maximum displacement of
the structure in Kobe earthquake to 10%.

4. Conclusion

The e�ect of using the tuned mass damper (passive
control) on the structural response under the near-
fault accelerograms was evaluated in this study, and
the obtained results included:

(a) The comparison between the diagrams of time-
history displacement and velocity of the last story
without control system and with control system;

(b) The comparison of diagrams of displacement-story
and the relative displacement of stories without
control and with the control system.

The use of the tuned mass damper in the structure
can signi�cantly inuence the control of the structure
and reduce the response of the structure against earth-
quake. The use of the tuned mass damper can be
an e�cient approach to controlling the structures in
Iran with respect to the prevalent use of this control
system around the world. The results indicated that
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Figure 4. The displacement time history diagram of the
structure without control system and with the tuned mass
damper under X earthquake.

Figure 5. The time history of velocity of the structure
without control and with the tuned mass damper under X
earthquake.
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Figure 6. The story displacement diagrams of the
structure without control system and with the tuned mass
damper control system under X earthquake.

Figure 7. The diagram of relative displacement of stories
in the structure without control system and with the
tuned mass damper control system under X earthquake.
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tuned mass dampers would considerably reduce the
maximum displacement of structures. It should be
noted that the mass of tuned mass damper increased in
a tall structure, which needs a large space for vibration.
Therefore, executive issues should be considered. In
order to solve this problem, a number of tuned mass
dampers were used instead of a single damper with a
large mass. The location of dampers is signi�cantly
important, and di�erent optimization methods were
used to identify the optimized location of dampers.
As was observed, the performance of the tuned mass
damper was highly dependent on the characteristics of
the imposed earthquake. In fact, the control system
received the input earthquake characteristics (accelero-
gram) and, also, characteristics of the structure (the
mass, sti�ness, and damping matrices) as input. The
characteristics of these dampers should be selected
based on seismicity conditions of the region.
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